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ABSTRACT 
Let A be an n X n normal matrix over Q=, and Q,,,n be the set of strictly increasing 
integer sequences of length m chosen from 1,. . .,n. For a,/3 E Qmn denote by 
A[a I/3] the submatrix obtained from A by using rows numbered a and columns 
numbered /3. For k E { 0, 1, . . . , m} we write )a n /3 I= k if there exists a rearrangement 
of l,..., m, say ii ,..., ik,C+i ,..., C, such that cr($)=/?(i,), i=l,..., k, and 
Io(i&+J,..., a(i,,,)}n{ /3(ik+r),...,fl(i,,,)}=0. A new bound for ]detA[a]P]] is ob- 
tained in terms of the eigenvalues of A when 2m = n and (a n @ I = 0. 
Let %,, be the group of n X n unitary matrices. Define the nonnegative number 
h(A) = g% Idet(U*AU) [aI PI. 
n 
where I a n /3 I= k. It is proved that 
m(A)= umeT ]det(V*AV)[l,..., ml1 ,..., k,m+l,..., 2m-k](. 
n 
Let A be semidefinite hermitian. We conjecture that 
P,(A) (pi(A) < . . * G d4. 
These inequalities have been tested by machine calculations. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n X n normal matrix over @, m > 2, n = 2m. We obtain a 
bound for certain off-diagonal m X m subdeterminants of A in terms of the 
eigenvalues of A. The main result is preceded by two combinatorial lemmas. 
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Previous bounds and a conjecture are discussed in the last section. The 
plausibility of the conjecture is supported by machine calculations that are 
discussed along with a method of using Lemma 1 to test their validity. We 
include below a brief survey of the multilinear and combinatorial methods 
used to prove the theorem. 
Let V be an n-dimensional inner-product space over C with an orthonor- 
mal (on.) basis e,, . . . , e,. Let m be a fixed integer, 1 <m <n, and let Q,_ be 
the set of ( z) strictly increasing integer sequences of length m chosen from 
1 , . , . ,n. The mth Grassmann space over V, K V, inherits an inner product 
from the induced inner product in (% V. A nonzero element z E K V is said 
to be decomposable if Z= ui~ * * * AU,,, for m linearly independent vectors 
Ui, . . . , u,. The L3 d ecomposable alternating tensors eC = e,(i) m 
A” * Ae,(,,+ 0 E Qm.,y comprise an o.n. basis of A V. Let M be an n X n 
matrix over C. Let cu,/3 E Q,,,+, and denote by det M[al j?] the determinant 
of the submatrix of M lying in rows a(l), . . . , a(m) and columns 
P(I), * * *, P(m), and by detM(aJ p) th e subdeterminant obtained by deleting 
rows numbered (Y and columns numbered p. Certain necessary and 
sufficient conditions [3,p. 61 for decomposability in K V may be stated as 
follows: 
Leta$v, 
Thenz=u,/\*** AU,,, if and only if there exists an A E M,,,,(C) such that for 
every WE Qm,, 
p(w)=detA[l,...,m]w]. (I) 
In what follows we restrict our attention to elements ui~ * * . AU,,, chosen 
from the Grassmannian manifold, i.e., the set of those decomposable ele- 
m 
ments of unit length in A V. We may also assume that the vectors ul,. . . , u, 
in t4,A.e - AU, are o.n. Thus if p(w), wEQ~,~, are the components of an 
element u1 A * * + AU,,, in the Grassmannian manifold, i.e., 
u,A-. . Au,,,’ c p(w)&, 
~~Q~,l? 
then 2, E Qm,n I &412 = 1. 
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Let wE Qnw and define o’ E Q,,,* to be the sequence complementary to 
w in 1 , . . . ,n. Let Q be any set of $ ( G) elements of Qm,, for which 
QuQ’=Qm,w where Q' = {w’(o E Q}. The main result in this paper is 
stated in terms of any such set Q. 
THEOREM. Let m > 2, n = 2m, and let A be an n x n normal matrix over 
@ with eigenvalues h,, . . . , 
w E Qm.n- men 
A,,. Denote by A, the product A,(,,- - * A,,,,, for 
+ “t IL+L4 if m=2, 
IdetA[ wlw’] I< wEQ 1 
z Ih,+(-l)“X,.J $ m>2. 
2(m+1) OEQ 
For example, if m=2, n=4, we can take Q={(12),(13),(14)}, Q’= 
{(34),(24),(23)}, and IdetAWIWI =G ~{I~,~,+~&1 + lhl&+&&I + I&A,+ 
GA >* 
REMARK. Note that if 9 is the set of sequences in Q,_ satisfying 
w(l)=l, then QuQ’=Q_,-and IQI=lQ’I=~lQ,,,I. 
II. TWO PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Let a,PEQ,,,, kE{O,l,..., m}. We say (Y and p 
written Ia n p) = k, if there exists a rearrangement of 
Zk+ir..*r$,,, such that 
(Y(ii) <“(is) < ’ * . <(Y(ik) 
and 
where 
(y(ik+l) +(&+a) < . . . <a(im)p 
and 
a($) = P($), i=l,...,k 
intersect in k places, 
1 ,+..) m, say ii )...) ik, 
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Let C” be the space of n-tuples over @, e,, . . . ,e,, the standard basis. 
Denote by %,, the group of n x n unitary matrices. For any U E %,,, 
p,vEQ,,, set p,(v)=detU[pIyl. 
LEMMA 1. Let a,P,pEQm,,, (n>4), and suppose Ia II PI = k, where 




Proof. The result is an application of the following theorem recently 
obtained by Marcus and Filippenko [4]: 
Let AELI& (n>4) be a normal matrix with eigenvalues X1,...,&,. 
Suppose 2 < m <n and a, p E Q,,,, are sequences such that 
(anPI=kE{O,l,..., m-2}. 
Then 
+Alx,19...Al) if k=m-2, 
IdetA[ aI P]I ( 
2(m:k+l) JMu~..*JJ if k<m-2, 
(3) 
whw &,,(tl,...,t,,)=Evv~Q,,n IIy_,t,, is the mth elementary symmetric 
polynomiul. 
Let WE%“, P-IQ,,,,,, and define the n X n diagonal matrix A, = [aii] as 
follows: 
1 if i=j=p(p), l<p<m, 
0 otherwise. 
Clearly U*AP U is normal with the same eigenvalues as AP. Since a,,, . . . , a,,” 
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Applying the Cauchy-Binet theorem, it follows that 
det(U*A~U)[aIP]=vwzQ detU*[aJv]detAP[vJw]detv[wJfi] 
Wl.” 
Substituting (5) in (4), we obtain (2). 
LEMMA 2. Let u 1,. . . , u,, be an o.n. basis of C” with respect to the 
standard inner product. Suppose 
Let U be the n X n unitary matrix whose rows are the vectors ul,. . . ,u,. 
Then 
-- 
q(a) = det u (- l)“(m+1)/2+S(W’)p(~‘), 
where s(w) is the sum of the integers in o. 
Proof. For any n X n matrix M define the mth supplementary com- 
pound of M [3,p. 421 by 
ww=[(-1) S(a)+s(B)detM(cul p)], a,P E Qm,,. 
The Laplace expansion theorem becomes 
Cz(M)C,(MT) =(detM)Z(;). 
Since C,(U) is unitary [2,p. 1191, it follows from (6) that 
(6) 
Cz(U)=(detU) C,(U), 
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where C,(U) = [ det U[ cyI /3] 1. In terms of matrix entries we have 
(-1)S(a)+S(‘s)detU(crIp)=(detU)detU[alj3]. 
ThUS 
C-1) m(m+l)/z+s(w)d ,‘_, et [m+ ,1 ,...,nlw' ‘]=(detU)detU[l,...,mlo]. (7) 
Now 9(~)=detU[m+l,.,., nlw] and p(w)=detU[l,..,, mlw], so from (7) it 
follows that 
9(4 =(-1) m(m+1)‘2+s(o’) (det U) p(d), o E Q,,,. n 
III. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We first note that for any w E Q,,,, 
detA[ojw’]=detPAPT[l ,..., mlm+l,..., 2m] 
for the permutation matrix P= [6i,qp(iJ corresponding to the permutation 
‘p= .** i ( 
o(i) . . . w’(i) a** 
’ l<i=Gm . . . . . . m+i . . . 1 
(see Lemma 3 for a more general result). The matrix PAPT is normal and has 
the same eigenvahres as A. Thus it suffices to obtain the bound for ldet 
A[l,. . . , mlm+l,...,2m]l. 
Let Ul,..., u,, be an o.n. basis of @“. Let U be the n X n unitary matrix 
whose rows are ui,. . . , a,,, and T be the normal transformation on @” which 
has AT as its matrix representation with respect to ul,. . . , u,. Let e,, . . . , e,, be 
an o.n. basis of eigenvectors of T. Then 
detA[l,..., mlm+l,..., nl=(C,(T)U,/\...~u,,u,+~/\...~u,). 
Since n = 2m, (- 1)“(“+1)/2 = (- l)“‘, and s(w) + s(w’) = n(n+ 1)/2, for 
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wE Qm,n. Moreover, from Lemma 1, Iw n ~‘1 = 0 implies 
1 
1 
7 if m=2, 




IdetA[l,..., mlm+l,..., “]I 
= 2 det (- l)m(m+1)‘2+S(W’)X,p(W)p(WI) 
UEQ 
+ #xQ dew-1) - -(mtl)/2+.(o)X,,p(w’)p(w)l 
= u~Qdet(-l) m(m+1)‘2+s(m’)[Xa + (- l)“h,] &++‘)l 
a x l~,+hdI if m=2, 
< WEQ 
1 
x (A,+(-1)“AJ if m>2 
2(m+1) wEQ 
by Lemma 1. n 
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
We record here a lemma to introduce an important normalization. 
LEMMA 3. Let qPEQ,,,_, 2m<n, kE{O,l,..., m}, and la nPl=k. 
l&m for any Nan matrix A=[air] there exist permutations TE S,, and 
(I E S,,, with corresponding permutation matrices P= [8i,,ciJ and Q = [$a(i)l 
such that 
Q(PAPT[l ,..., ml1 ,..., k,m+l,..., 2m-k])QT=A[cwlfi]. 
Proof. If k = m, then (Y = /?. Thus A[ ala] is principal and we need only 
set 
( 1 2 ..a n ‘p= 1 2 . . . n 1 
and 
(I= ** ( * a(i) *** . . . 1 i *--’ i=l,...,m. 
If k<m, define 
. . . 
cp= 
cx($) *** 
i=l ,..., m, I=1 ,..., m-k, 
. . . i *** 
where those integers among 1, . . . , n other than a(il), . . . , a(g), P 
( ik+ Jr,. . , /3(i,) are assigned in a one-to-one fashion to 2m - k + 1,. . . , n. 
Define 
( 
. . . i +a* 
U= . . . i, ..e 1 P j=l ,...,m. 1 
We compute that 
( PAPT), i = g P&&, 
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Let B=PAPT[l ,..., m)l,..., k,m+l,..., 2m-k]. Then 
Bii= 
U,-yih-Y j)? l<i<k, 
Qyi).~-‘(m-k+p k+l<i<m. 
As above, 
Since u-‘(if), 1 < i Gm, we have 





From the structure of q we conclude, for 1 Q 2 <m - k and k + 1 <q <m, that 
6’( m-k+a-’ (i,))=cp-l(m+Z) 
= P(ik+l) 
= PhJ. 
Hence (8) is equal to u~~~,,~~~~,. Since {i,, . . . ,i,,,} = { 1,. . . ,m}, the proof is 
complete. n 
The bound obtained in this paper deals with the case ((Y n P I= 0. A 
comparison of this bound and the one obtained in (3) is instructive. In (3) we 
see for IanPI= that 
; YE5 ILL m=2, 
IdetA[ aj/3]I < 1 m’” 
2 l&J, 
2(m+ 1) WE&, 
m>2. 
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Recalling the bound obtained in the Theorem, we have by the triangle 
inequality that 
Hence the new bound is a refinement of the previous bound. 
Let a,p~Q,,,,, kE{O,l,..., M}, and J(Y n ,0 ) = k. For any normal matrix 
A define the nonnegative number 
We see from Lemma 3 that 
p,(A)= vmE% JdetU*AU[l,...,mJl,...,k,m+l,...,2m_k]J. 
n 
None of the bounds obtained have been shown to be p,(A), the best bound. 
For a bound to equal p,(A) it would suffice for the bound to equal 
ldetU,*AU,[l,..., mlm+l,..., 2m - k] I for some unitary matrix U,. For ex- 
ample, take n=4, m=2, (w = (12), /3=(34), and set A=diag(l, l,O,O). It 
follows from (3) that ldet U*AU[(UJ ,8]1< $ for any U E%,~. Let 
1 0 1 0 
Uo-x 1 L -1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 10’ 1 : 0 1 
Then (det U,*AU,[aJ fill= +, so that pa(A) = $. For a real symmetric A it 
would be interesting to know whether p,(A) is an achievable vaIue of 
(det U*AU[cu( fl]I with a real orthogonal U. 
Let A be hermitian with eigenvalues Xi < . . * <A,,. Let A, = 
-%GQ II:- JwciJ and h,, = min, E Q fly= ihwcij. The numerical range of A 
[l,p. llsl, i.e., the totality of values (z,u), [lull = 1, fills the interval [A,,&]. 
Thus 
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Since the eigenvectors of C,(A) are decomposable, X, and A,, are 
achievable values in (9). Thus 
pm(A) =ma+,L lki,J>. (IO) 
Let a,PEQ,,,, kE{O,I,..., m-l}, and lan/?I=k. Marcus and Robin- 
son [S] proved that the set 





2 * (11) 
Moreover, if the sequences o, y E Q,,,n satisfying A, =A_, X, = A,, are 
unique, then 
x -Lin P,(A)= mpx2 




In other words, for certain rather typical hermitian A 
result implies the inequality 
the Marcus-Robinson 
(12) 
for kE{O,l,..., m-2). 
If A is semidefinite it follows from (10) and (11) that 
&(A) < &n(A) (13) 
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for kE{O,l,..., m - l}. Noting (12) and (13) and the dependence of the 
coefficient l/2( m - k + 1) on k in the Marcus-Filippenko bound (3), one is 
led to conjecture for semidefinite A that 
p,(A) G p,(A) =G . * * < /A,,-I(A) < P,(A). 
This conjecture is to date unresolved. We have completed some preliminary 
computer searches to test it. 
Clearly it may be assumed that A is the diagonal matrix diag(h,, . . . , 
Set (Y = (1,. . . , m)andak=(l ,..., k,m+l,..., 2m-k) Then )crrlcw J-k A?: . k-. i 
Lemma 1, it follows from the Cauchy-Binet theorem that 
This observation suggests that as we range over the unitary matrices gener- 
ated for the computations, knowledge of the distribution, at least in modulus, 
of the products 
would be a useful check on the validity of the computer results. From 
TABLE 1 
A n m k=O k=l k=2 k=3 max min 
1, LO,0 4 2 24331 .39261 X 
1, LO,0 4 2 .02975 .00120 X 
LO, 190 4 2 24533 .43773 X 
LO, 1,O 4 2 a0045 a0465 X 
O,L LO 4 2 23949 .41863 X 
O,L LO 4 2 a0244 .00195 X 
0,0,1,1 4 2 24749 a623 X 
co, 1,1 4 2 .00257 .00216 X 
191, LO,O,O 6 3 .07250 .I1268 .24178 X 
1, LLO,O,O 6 3 .00147 .00146 BOO83 X 
l,O,l,O,O,l 6 3 .I0020 .I4431 .I8725 X 
1,0,0,0,1,1 6 3 .08811 .12971 .15186 X 
1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0 8 4 .02324 a4494 09652 .19462 x 
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O++)Pp(%)l~ 1 (15) 
2(m-k+l) 
if k<m-2. 
This upper bound, which we saw to be taken on in the case n = 4, m = 2, 
p = (12), suggests a theoretical distribution of the products (14). So by using 
the A,, P E Q,,,.,, defined in the proof of Lemma 1 as test matrices, we can 
check the distribution of the products (14). 
The subdeterminants are obtained using standard FORTRAN subroutines 
and were run on the AS/6 in the UCSB Computer Center. The unitary 
matrices are obtained by generating n(n + 1)/2 “pseudorandom” complex 
numbers to obtain an n X n skew-hermitian matrix S. The Cayley transform 
of S is (Z” - S)(Z” + S)-‘, a unitary matrix. 
The two tables presented here contain the data obtained from the 
computations. Table 1 lists the moduli of the products (14). An x appears in 
the column labeled “min” (“max”) if the datum listed is the minimum 
(maximum) value taken on for that run. The last column of Table 1, labeled 
#, lists the number of unitary matrices generated for that run. Table 2 
contains data obtained from hermitian semidefinite matrices. It suffices to 
consider positive semidefinite matrices, for if A < 0, then -A > 0 and 
ldetU*AU[aJP]I=Jdet{U*(-A)U}[clll/3][. 
The first column of either table includes the eigenvalues of the diagonal 
matrix A; A is an n X n matrix and we consider m X m subdeterminants. Due 
to the normalization justified by Lemma 3 it suffices to consider the values 
ldetU*AU[l,..., ml1 ,..., k,m+l,..., 2m-k]I (16) 
as U runs over a finite set of “randomly” generated unitary matrices. The 
columns labeled k = 0, k = 1, k = 2, k = 3, and k = 4 in Table 2 contain the 
maximum values obtained for the numbers (16). In Table 2 one hundred 
unitary matrices were generated for each run. 
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TABLE 2 
n m k=O k=l k=2 k=3 k=4 
1’1. I 
*2’3’4 4 2 
1,2,3,4 4 2 
10,100,0,0.001 4 2 
l,O,O, f 4 2 
L&3,4,5 5 2 
l,O, $. 10,5 5 2 
1,2,3,4,5,6 6 2 
1,2,3,40,5,100 6 2 
1111’1 ‘S’3’4’5’8 6 2 
lillli ‘2’3’4’5’8 6 3 
1,2,3,40,5,100 6 3 
1000,100,10,1,0,0.01 6 3 
30,20,10,0,0.01,0.001 6 3 
11111111 ‘2’3’4’598’,‘.2 8 2 
11111111 ‘8,2’,‘3’8’4’5 8 2 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 8 2 
8,1,2,70,3,6,55,; 8 2 
llilLll1 >2’3’4,5’8’7’8 8 3 
li”“” *8’2>7’3’8’4’5 8 3 
80,10,70,60,50,30,20,40 8 3 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 8 3 
8,1,2,70,3,6,55,+ 8 3 
80,10,70,60,50,30,20,40 8 4 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 8 4 
2,4,QO,O,O,;&S: 8 4 
8,1,2,70,3,6,55,$ 8 4 
0.03667 0.11762 0.41957 
0.88002 2.3705 8.4458 
243.29 392.61 769.71 
0.05748 0.07299 0.11471 
La314 3.6461 12.359 
7.6828 11.539 19.721 
1.6436 4.2506 14.266 
620.57 666.20 1098.9 
0.03345 0.09892 0.36888 
0.00216 0.00621 0.02610 0.13324 
1098.2 1386.3 1624.5 2959.7 
67,324 105,170 221,070 650,600 
434.84 675.60 1450.8 3892.9 
0.02012 0.07197 0.37369 
0.04512 0.08232 0.29116 
1.9060 6.3162 19.145 
226.97 266.19 378.16 
0.00203 0.00503 0.02261 0.12924 
0.00220 0.00656 0.01779 0.10749 
3442.2 12,925 47,310 201,440 
3.0235 4.2983 15.175 74.860 
944.15 1769.7 3690.2 4351.8 
0.00011 0.00027 0.00119 0.00634 0.03240 
o.OlxI11 0.00033 0.00112 0.004Q4 0.01757 
51,800 216,955 480,249 2,480,682 10,100,225 
4.4268 5.7196 21.873 89.545 282.17 
1592.4 2512.7 3027.8 8223.4 14,684 
2162.9 5253.0 7693.2 9794.0 21,919 
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